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Currently is a participatory exhibition organized by artist  
Mark Menjívar and writer Lindsay Reckson that looks 
deeply at capital punishment in the United States. Through 
maps, signs, collaborative timeline, a reading table and 
spaces for imagination, visitors are invited to reflect on the 
complicated nature of state-sanctioned violence. Visitors 
will be invited to participate in ongoing collective research 
and leave reflections directly on the gallery walls, which  
will then become a publication at the close of the exhibition.



To Murphy Carter, Karen Cheng, Sophie Cull, Rickey 
Cummings, Tyler Davis, Harvey Earvin, Jade Edwards,  
Bela Khanna, Mabrey L’Andor, Nick Lasinsky, Walter  
Long, Kristopher Love, Demontrell Miller, Pete Russell, 
Bidish Sarma, Paul Slater, Obie Weathers:

Over 350 people visited Currently between January 22 
and March 3. They read your contributions to the timeline. 
They thought deeply about capital punishment. And they 
responded with some of the notes we’ve included here. We 
hope the images and text give you a sense of the exhibit and 
the important conversations it helped produce. Thank you  
for sharing your words with us and trusting that they would 
do this powerful work. We are eter nally grateful for you.  
And we are still fighting. 

Mark Menjívar and Lindsay Reckson  
April 2023 

















































CHECKLIST

1. The United States, 2022.  
Map of all states that currently maintain death rows. 

2. 100 Quarters, 2023.  
The State of Texas allows death row visitors to bring 
twenty-five dollars so they can buy their loved ones 
snacks from the vending machines. 

3. Full Circle, 2021.  
Twelve-hour looping dashcam video of roundtrip drive 
from San Antonio, TX to visit death row in Livingston, 
TX. Accompanying audio from Nothing But Love by bell 
hooks, read by Mark Menjívar.

4. I Wait and Watch for the Goldfinches, 2023.  
Atomic clock amplified by contact microphone. 

5. Proclamation from Oregon Governor ordering the 
commutation of all death sentences and that the death 
chamber be dismantled. 

6. Currently (USA), 2022.  
An ongoing project that documents the number of people 
on death row in the United States today. While executions 
have been on the decline in recent years, death rows are 
still maintained by 27 states, the United States Military, 
and the Federal Government.

The number on the sign above is adjusted bi-weekly  
by a research group depending on the number of execu-
tions, exonerations, commutations, natural deaths, and 
new sen tences that occur on the death rows of each state. 
The research team is composed of students, faculty staff 
and community members working closely with artist 
Mark Menjívar. 

Current research group members include  
Jillian Aguilar, Logan Zurita McKinnon, Lindsay 
Reckson, Mark Menjívar, Ilani Lark, Hunter Logan,  
Kasey Ingerson, Abigail Clark, Brisa Kane, Madi 
Wyttenbach, Clara Lind, Olivia Harkins-Finn and  
Amelia LaMotte.





















190 + 1A bell marks time. And the sound carries. It wakes us up—sometimes 
gently, sometimes with force. It calls us to class, to work, to meals. It 
rings for graduations and marriages and funerals, rituals of passing 
from one state to another. It rings the constancy of change. And the 
sound carries. 

The bell has been a symbol of freedom and of false promises.  
Nineteenth-century abolitionists marked the unfulfilled prophecy of 
the Liberty Bell’s inscription: “PROCLAIM LIBERTY THROUGHOUT  
ALL THE LAND AND TO ALL THE INHABITANTS THEREOF.”  
“Hitherto,” an observer wrote in 1835, “the bell has not obeyed the  
inscription; and its peals have been a mockery, while one sixth of ‘all 
the inhabitants’ are in abject slavery.” This toll is immeasurable. It 
sounds and resounds. As do radical acts of repurposing even the most 
oppressive peals. In 1863, formerly enslaved people used plantation 
bells—made to “call unwilling hands to unrequited toil”—to spread the 
news of emancipation, ringing out the sound of freedom. That sound, 
too, carries. That pealing is an appeal: a call for a different future,  
a prophecy we must continue to fulfill. 

Today we mark the closing of Currently, a show that thinks deeply 
about the death penalty and the violence of the carceral state, by ring-
ing the Founders Bell 191 times: once for each of the 190 people thus far 
exonerated from death row—in celebration of their freedom—and once 
more as a call, an appeal to abolitionist futures. What might it take to 
turn a centuries-long death toll into emancipatory sound? And where 
might the sound carry us?

March 1, 2023
Haverford College

Mark Menjívar
Lindsay Reckson

Rickey Cummings
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Panel on Capital Punishment and Prison Abolition
March 2, 5–7 p.m.  
VCAM Lounge

Please join the Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery student co-man-
agers, Amolina Bhat ’23 and Riley Sobel ’24 for an event 
in collaboration with Professor Lindsay Reckson and artist 
Mark Menjívar. This informal panel will feature stu dents, 
staff, and professors in the Haverford community and beyond 
who will speak on topics and share texts related to capital 
punishment and prison abolition. Feel free to stop by for a 
community based discussion and a delicious dinner. 

Imagining Abolitionist Futures: The Symposium
March 23–24, 2023

This symposium gathers scholars, artists, activists, and edu-
cators who share a common goal: dismantling the carceral 
state and ending the direct and indirect violence it inflicts 
every day, especially on our most vulnerable communities. 

PROGRAMMING

Each Year I Wait and Watch 
Wed, Feb 22, 12 p.m.  
VCAM Lounge

In collaboration with artist Mark Menjívar, composer and  
Visiting Assistant Professor of Visual Studies Matt O’Hare 
will perform an improvised set combining modular synthe-
sizer with the amplified sound of an atomic clock. The per-
formance responds to Menjívar’s piece “Each year I wait  
and watch for the goldfinches to visit,” now on display as 
part of Currently at the Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery.

190 + 1
Wed, Mar 1, 4:30 p.m.  
Founders Hall Steps

Please join Mark Menjívar, Lindsay Reckson, and Rickey 
Cummings as they mark the closing of the exhibition 
Currently by ringing the Founders Bell 191 times: once  
for each of the 190 people thus far exonerated from death 
row—in celebration of their freedom—and once more as  
a call, an appeal to abolitionist futures.
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Published on the occasion of the exhibition Currently at  
The Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery, Haverford College. 

January 20–March 3, 2023

Currently is part of Imagining Abolitionist Futures. Support 
for the exhibition has been provided by Haverford College’s 
John B. Hurford ’60 Center for the Arts and Humanities, 
Office of the President, Office of the Provost, and English 
Department.

Publication design by Tyler Rico  
Exhibition graphic design by Brian Welesko

Photographs by Lisa Boughter and Paola Nogueras

To view a video walkthrough of the exhibition please use the 
QR code below or visit www.markmenjivar.com 

Thank you to Gus Stadler, William R. Kenan Professor  
of English and Director of the Hurford Center for the Arts  
and Humanities at Haverford College, for his leadership 
and creation of Imagining Abolitionist Futures, a year-long 
Hurford Center initiative exploring the role of the arts and 
humanities in the struggle to dismantle the carceral state 
and build reparative practices and institutions in the place 
of a system driven by racism, retribution, and violence. 

Thank you to Matthew Seamus Callinan, Associate Director 
of the Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery, VCAM, and Campus 
Exhibitions for Haverford College for his tireless commit-
ment to making this project come to life. 

Thank you to the Cantor Fitzgerald Gallery co-managers 
Amolina Bhat, Riley Sobel and gallery assistants Gisela 
Clausen-Diaz, Alice Creed, Lara Deuber, Lucy Frank,  
Teri Ke, Ela Kowardy, Trisha Phan, Ryan Quenemoen,  
Alex Wexler.

Thank you to the Texas After Violence Project, a public 
memory archive that fosters deeper understandings of the 
impacts of state violence, for their continued support. 

Thank you to the contributors to the timeline listed in the 
front of this book. We knew it would be meaningful to work 
together, but we never imagined the work would have such  
a lasting impact for ourselves and those who engaged with it. 

A special thank you to Rickey Cummings. Without you  
none of this would have been possible. Thank you for mak-
ing all the connections and sending things out from within 
those walls.

Printed in San Antonio, Texas




